INTRODUCTION
Long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) of excitatory synaptic transmission are dominant contemporary models of the persistent changes in synaptic strength that are widely considered the basis of learning and memory (Bear and Malenka, 1994; Bliss and Collingridge, 1993; Malenka and Nicoll, 1999) . There is evidence that both postsynaptic and presynaptic mechanisms can contribute to the expression of long-term synaptic plasticity (Bliss et al., 2007) , but the relative importance of these alternative mechanisms is unresolved. Moreover, while aggregate synaptic input to a cell can undergo sequential, incremental, and bidirectional plasticity (Bliss and Lømo, 1973; Dudek and Bear, 1993 ; Lee et al., 2000; Montgomery and Madison, 2002; Mulkey and Malenka, 1992) , it is not known whether individual synapses support multiple LTP and LTD levels, i.e., whether information storage at a single synapse is fundamentally a graded or a binary process, nor is it known whether this process operates unidirectionally or bidirectionally (Abarbanel et al., 2005; Bienenstock et al., 1982; Bradshaw et al., 2003; Chklovskii et al., 2004; Debanne et al., 1998; Dobrunz, 1998; Hessler et al., 1993; O'Connor et al., 2005; Petersen et al., 1998; Stevens and Wang, 1994) .
Resolution of these issues has been difficult with standard electrophysiological methods that sample electrical responses from unknown numbers of synapses at unknown sites. This limitation can be overcome by combining electrophysiological recording with optical monitoring of stimulus-evoked excitatory postsynaptic calcium transients (EPSCaTs) in individual dendritic spines (Emptage et al., 1999; Kovalchuk et al., 2000; Mainen et al., 1999; Malinow et al., 1994; Muller and Connor, 1991; Oertner et al., 2002; Reid et al., 2001; Yuste and Denk, 1995; Yuste et al., 1999) , a method we have used previously to monitor transmitter release probability during long-term plasticity at visualized synapses in cultured hippocampal slices (Emptage et al., 2003; Reid et al., 2004; Ward et al., 2006) . Here, we apply this approach to CA3/CA1 synapses in acute brain slices, and extend it to the measurement of unitary synaptic amplitudes. The results demonstrate that individual Schaffer collateral synapses on CA1 pyramidal neurons behave in an incremental rather than binary fashion, sustaining graded and bidirectional long-term plasticity. Furthermore, the results indicate that long-term potentiation at these mature synapses is expressed predominantly via changes in transmitter release probability.
RESULTS

Single Synapses Support Graded LTP
We recorded from individual CA1 pyramidal neurons in acute transverse slices of hippocampus using sharp microelectrodes filled with the fluorescent Ca 2+ indicator Oregon Green 488
BAPTA-1. Synaptic responses were evoked by brief extracellular stimulation in stratum radiatum far from the impaled cell, to activate Schaffer collateral afferents without risk of direct postsynaptic depolarization. Using two-photon excitation fluorescence microscopy, we then systematically searched the apical dendrites for dendritic spines responding to the test stimulus with an EPSCaT as previously described (Emptage et al., 1999; Reid et al., 2001 ). After locating a spine that displayed EPSCaTs in response to activation, we carried out line-scan imaging of the responding synapse during low-frequency stimulation (Figure 1 ), recording the associated EPSCaTs or EPSCaT failures. The probability of observing an EPSCaT is a reliable measure of the net probability, p r , that an action potential evokes transmitter release at one or more functional release sites at the synapse, a conclusion supported by previous evidence (Emptage et al., 1999; Emptage et al., 2001; Emptage et al., 2003; Ward et al., 2006) and demonstrated compellingly below (see Figure 5) .
The upper horizontal red streaks in Figure 1C show the fluorescence of a responding spine (white arrowhead in Figure 1B ) in response to a stimulus, the precise timing of which was recorded by computer during data acquisition. A typical EPSCaT monitored during successful transmission is shown in the left panel of Figure 1C , and a corresponding image from the same synapse during a failure of transmission is shown in the right panel; successes and failures are unambiguously discriminable, with peak fluorescence amplitude during successes (EPSCaTs) always above (and fluorescence during failures always within) the noise level of fluorescence observed without stimulation.
While monitoring EPSCaTs, we simultaneously recorded EPSPs from the somatic microelectrode. (Note that our stimuli generally activated more than one presynaptic axon, and even a single CA3 axon may make more than one synapses upon a postsynaptic CA1 pyramidal neuron [Sorra and Harris, 1993] . Unlike EPSCaTs-which reflect activation of individual synapses-EPSPs can therefore arise from multiple synapses and are thus commonly evoked even when transmission fails at the particular synapse under observation [ Figure 1C Application of LTP-inducing stimuli (see Figure S1A available online) routinely led to an increase both in the mean EPSP amplitude and in p r ( Figure 1D ); we have previously reported similar results, as well as a corresponding decrease in paired-pulse facilitation of p r (Emptage et al., 2003; Ward et al., 2006) . Increased p r is thus a reporter of potentiation at the imaged synapse, allowing us to test directly whether synaptic potentiation is a binary switch as has been suggested (Bradshaw et al., 2003; Chklovskii et al., 2004; Dobrunz, 1998; Hessler et al., 1993; O'Connor et al., 2005; Petersen et al., 1998; Stevens and Wang, 1994) : if LTP is an all-or-nothing process, with an individual synapse able to express only its basal strength and a single potentiated strength (O'Connor et al., 2005; Petersen et al., 1998) , then application of a second, subsequent LTP-inducing stimulation should lead to no further increase in p r . In fact, a further increase in p r is seen: in the experiment of Figure 1D , the first LTP-inducing stimulation increased p r at the visualized synapse from 0.20 ± 0.08 to 0.42 ± 0.09 in conjunction with an increase in EPSP amplitude from 2.80 ± 0.26 to 4.42 ± 0.22 mV, and the second LTP-inducing stimulation increased p r further to 0.70 ± 0.10 in conjunction with a further increase in EPSP to 5.82 ± 0.31 mV. Similar results were obtained in all (5 of 5) additional such experiments (Figures 1E and  1F ; carried out on synapses with low initial p r to avoid ceiling effects), with mean p r increasing from 0.19 ± 0.03 to 0.45 ± 0.04 after the first LTP induction (p < 0.0001, df = 1; mean EPSP increasing from 2.26 ± 0.08 to 3.88 ± 0.06 mV or to 188% ± 5.9% of basal level, p < 0.0001) and to 0.66 ± 0.04 after the second LTP induction (p < 0.002, df = 1; mean EPSP increasing further to 5.02 ± 0.07 mV or 272% ± 6.8% of basal level, p < 0.0001).
In analogous experiments (carried out on synapses with high initial p r to avoid floor effects), we in all (5 of 5) cases obtained progressive decreases in p r accompanying sequential LTD ( Figures 1G-1I and S1B), with mean p r decreasing from 0.85 ± 0.03 to 0.52 ± 0.04 after the first LTD induction (p < 0.0001, df = 1; mean EPSP decreasing from 6.19 ± 0.07 to 4.72 ± 0.08 mV or to 82 ± 1.7% of basal level, p < 0.0001) and to 0.22 ± 0.03 after the second LTD induction (p < 0.002, df = 1; mean EPSP decreasing further to 3.46 ± 0.07 mV or to 62% ± 1.6% of basal level, p < 0.0001).
Individual Synapses Can Undergo Multiple Bidirectional Long-Term Changes
Moreover, individual synapses can undergo serial bidirectional long-term plasticity. Induction of LTP at the synapse whose behavior is illustrated in Figure 2A increased p r from a baseline value of 0.20 ± 0.09 to a value of 0.60 ± 0.11, with mean EPSP amplitude increased concurrently from 1.30 ± 0.09 to 2.50 ± 0.11 mV. Subsequent induction of LTD or depotentiation reduced p r to 0.45 ± 0.11 and EPSP amplitude to 2.01 ± 0.10 mV. Similar results were obtained in all (7 of 7) additional such experiments ( Figure 2B and C), with mean p r increasing from 0.45 ± 0.03 to 0.72 ± 0.03 after LTP induction (p < 0.0001, df = 1; mean EPSP increasing from 1.99 ± 0.03 to 4.73 ± 0.07 mV or to 172% ± 3.0% of basal level, p < 0.0001) but then decreasing to 0.20 ± 0.03 after the subsequent LTD or depotentiation induction (p < 0.0001; mean EPSP decreasing to 2.21 ± 0.04 mV or to 91% ± 2.3% of basal level, p < 0.0001).
This bidirectional plasticity can be seen regardless of the direction of the initial modulation. Thus, the synapse in Figure 2D was first subjected to LTD induction, leading to a reduction in p r from a baseline value of 0.97 ± 0.03 to a value of 0.47 ± 0.09, with mean EPSP amplitude reduced from 1.93 ± 0.05 to 1.58 ± 0.04 mV; subsequent LTP induction increased p r to 0.83 ± 0.07 and EPSP amplitude to 4.41 ± 0.16 mV. Results similar to these were obtained in all (4 of 4) additional such experiments ( Figures 2E and 2F) , with mean p r decreasing from 0.88 ± 0.03 to 0.21 ± 0.04 after LTD induction (p < 0.0001, df = 1; mean EPSP decreasing from 2.47 ± 0.04 to 1.66 ± 0.03 mV or to 61% ± 1.7% of basal level, p < 0.0001) and then increasing to 0.57 ± 0.04 after the subsequent LTP induction (p < 0.01; mean EPSP increasing to 4.50 ± 0.07 mV or to 96% ± 2.3% of basal level, p < 0.0001). Thus, individual synapses can sustain bidirectional long-term plasticity involving LTD, LTP and depotentiation.
Indeed, an individual synapse can undergo multiple sequential forms of long-term plasticity. Figure 3A plots EPSCaT and EPSP amplitudes from a synapse that successively expressed LTP, additional LTP, LTD (or depotentiation), and further LTP, over a 140 min recording session. Similar successive bidirectional plasticity, in which a single synapse expressed as many as five stable levels of synaptic efficacy, was seen in all (4 of 4) additional such experiments ( Figure 3B ), with the number of observed levels limited here only by the difficulty in maintaining longer satisfactory recordings.
Long-Term Plasticity Is Expressed Mainly by Changes in Transmitter Release Probability at Individual Synapses
The observed changes in p r demonstrate that presynaptic mechanisms contribute to the expression of LTP and of LTD at individual associational synapses. How much of the change in synaptic strength can be attributed to these presynaptic mechanisms, as opposed to previously implicated alterations in the number or properties of postsynaptic glutamate receptors (Malinow and Malenka, 2002; Song and Huganir, 2002) , extent of vesicular fusion (Choi et al., 2003) or activation of additional, ''silent'' synapses (Kullmann, 2003; Voronin and Cherubini, 2004 ) has hitherto been difficult to ascertain; even minimal stimulation or paired intracellular recording protocols may still activate multiple synapses. We observed, however, that changes in p r with LTP and LTD are highly correlated with changes in EPSP amplitude (r 2 = 0.63, p < 0.0001; Figure S2 ). The calculated value for r 2 is likely to underestimate the true correlation, since each p r is measured at a single activated synapse whereas the somatically recorded EPSPs measure the effect of multiple synapses whose responses to a given plasticity-induction stimulus will in general not be identical. Thus this high value for the coefficient of determination, together with the perfect concordance between the signs of the change in EPSP amplitude and the change in p r , suggest that the change in release probability could account for much of the EPSP change (an inference particularly justified if release probability is not intrinsically correlated with quantal amplitude [Biro et al., 2005]) . A more precise estimate of the postsynaptic contribution to LTP can be obtained from an analysis of the amplitude of the contribution made by the imaged synapse to the (multisynaptic) intracellular EPSP recorded in the soma: EPSP amplitudes when the imaged synapse releases transmitter tend on average to be larger than EPSP amplitudes when the imaged synapse fails to release; thus, the mean EPSP arising from that individual synapse can be extracted from results of repeated trials as the difference between mean EPSPs during EPSCaT successes and during EPSCaT failures. For example, at the synapse whose responses are presented in Figure 4A , the mean EPSP amplitude was substantially increased (from 3.96 ± 0.09 to 6.95 ± 0.08 mV) after LTP induction. Trial-by-trial EPSP amplitudes during EPSCaT successes and failures are plotted in red and black, respectively. Figure 4B shows that-both before and 30-60 min after LTP induction-average EPSPs recorded during EPSCaT successes (red) are larger than during failures (black); their difference (green) is the mean ''unitary EPSP'' arising from the individual imaged synapse. Whereas p r at this synapse was also substantially increased after LTP induction (from 0.22 ± 0.04 to 0.86 ± 0.03), the unitary EPSP was only slightly changed (from 0.76 ± 0.20 to 0.85 ± 0.22 mV). The results of this and all three other such experiments are summarized in Figure 4C : whereas LTP induction led to significant and corresponding increases in the (multisynaptic) EPSP (from 2.41 ± 0.04 to 6.48 ± 0.05 mV; p < 0.0001) and p r (from 0.38 ± 0.02 to 0.85 ± 0.01; p < 0.0001, df = 1), the unitary EPSP was not significantly altered (0.59 ± 0.07 versus 0.61 ± 0.11 mV, p > 0.50).
Additional and still more direct evidence concerning the relative importance of synaptic potency versus synaptic reliability emerged from experiments that revealed unitary EPSPs without need for subtraction. Anatomical considerations and EPSCaT observations suggest that even ''minimal stimulation'' satisfying rigorous electrophysiological criteria (Dobrunz and Stevens, 1997) could in some cases activate more than one synapse. In a small number of fortuitous experiments, however, there was a perfect correlation between EPSCaT failures and EPSP failures throughout the recording, providing very strong evidence that in those experiments our stimuli were activating only a single synapse on the recorded pyramidal cell. An example of such perfectly correlated EPSCaTs and EPSPs from one experiment is shown in Figures 5A and 5B. LTP induction at this synapse increased p r (from 0.55 ± 0.07 to 0.80 ± 0.06) but not the unitary EPSP (from 0.99 ± 0.05 to 0.81 ± 0.05 mV). The results of this and both other such experiments are summarized in Figure 5C : LTP induction led to a significant increase in p r (from 0.34 ± 0.03 to 0.79 ± 0.04; p < 0.0001, df = 1), whereas the unitary EPSP was not significantly changed (from 0.88 ± 0.19 to 0.74 ± 0.15 mV). It should be noted that these experiments also provide definitive evidence that EPSCaTs are accurate reporters of evoked presynaptic transmitter release, and thus that observed changes in p r are not artifacts of altered coupling between the activation of glutamate receptors and the release of calcium from internal stores.
Because these results appear at odds with numerous reports documenting postsynaptic expression of LTP, we considered possible confounding factors that could have affected our observations. Previously published experiments cited above, the results just described, and internal controls such as concurrent monitoring of Ca 2+ signals in dendritic shafts and spines, excluded the possibilities that observed changes in p r were artifacts of changes in afferent action potential initiation, in presynaptic branch point failure, in dendritic excitability, in spread of Ca 2+ signals from other postsynaptic targets, or in coupling between postsynaptic glutamate receptor activation and Ca 2+ release from internal stores. A further important possibility was that the EPSCaT-generating synapses studied here might represent only a small and atypical subset of Schaffer collateral synapses. Various considerations, however, argue against this. EPSCaT-generating synapses have properties consistent with those of synapses monitored by standard electrophysiological means, without reference to EPSCaTs. When we used the purely electrophysiological approach of minimal stimulation to determine mean unitary EPSP and p r , the results (mean unitary EPSP amplitude = 0.72 ± 0.06 mV; mean p r = 0.43 ± 0.02; n = 9) were not significantly different from the values obtained for all EPSCaT-generating synapses (mean unitary EPSP amplitude = Figure 1 ) from an experiment in which a synapse was sequentially potentiated twice, then depressed, and then potentiated again. These manipulations were associated with sequential changes of p r from a baseline of 0.10 ± 0.06 to 0.38 ± 0.11, 0.57 ± 0.10, 0.05 ± 0.05, and 0.26 ± 0.10, with corresponding changes in mean EPSP amplitude from 3.92 ± 0.20 mV to 8.70 ± 0.33, 11.37 ± 0.28, 6.18 ± 0.24, and 7.77 ± 0.23 mV. (B) Sequential values of p r are plotted for this (black) and four other synapses in independent experiments, in response to successive application of LTP-inducing (solid lines) and LTD-inducing (dashed lines) stimuli. All changes in p r are significant, p < 0.05. 0.63 ± 0.07 mV; mean p r = 0.37 ± 0.02); comparable values of p r have been obtained by others recording EPSCs in very similar preparations (Bolshakov and Siegelbaum, 1995) . More compellingly, we can estimate how typical our EPSCaT-generating synapses are by exhaustively searching the dendritic arbor during afferent stimulation to find as many as possible of the EPSCaT-generating synapses that contribute to the somatically recorded EPSP. The results of one such exhaustive search are shown in Figures  6A and 6B . In response to afferent stimulation that evoked an average EPSP of 5.28 ± 0.20 mV, we identified eight synapses generating EPSCaTs, with a mean p r of 0.43 ± 0.06. Determining unitary EPSP amplitudes for all of these synapses by our subtraction method would require maintaining the intracellular recording far longer than is currently possible. However, assuming linear EPSP summation at synapses on CA1 pyramidals under our conditions of GABA blockade Langmoen and Andersen, 1983 ) and the same average unitary EPSP amplitudes for these synapses as for the overall population we have studied (0.63 ± 0.07 mV), we can estimate that these synapses would on average contribute approximately 1.95 ± 0.33 mV, or 36.99% ± 6.31%, of the recorded EPSP. We repeated this analysis in four other preparations; overall, on each CA1 pyramidal, we detected on average 7.60 ± 0.93 EPSCaTgenerating synapses of mean p r = 0.40 ± 0.02 in response to Schaffer collateral stimulation that evoked an average EPSP of 4.24 ± 0.06 mV (Figures 6C-6E) . The estimated contribution of these EPSCaT-generating synapses to the EPSP in these 5 experiments ranged from 24.18% ± 5.16% to 70.91% ± 10.69% (mean, 43.3%) but, because these EPSCaT-generating synapses are difficult to find and many may have been missed even in our exhaustive searches, all these values must be considered lower bounds; even the highest values are likely to underestimate the true contribution. In any case, this analysis indicates that EPSCaT-generating synapses, far from being rare and insignificant, are major contributors to the EPSP and, therefore, that their plasticity revealed here is responsible for a major component of LTP at these synapses.
A final possibility we considered was that postsynaptic Ca Previous reports have suggested that LTP may be weaker at stronger synapses (Bi and Poo, 1998; Debanne et al., 1999) , but because intracellular recording as carried out in those studies is likely to sample multiple synapses, it has been difficult to confirm this relationship or to establish its physiological basis. LTP expression via increased synaptic reliability could provide a simple explanation for these observations, since transmitter release probability cannot exceed 1. Apart from this inescapable constraint, we found no significant correlation between LTP-associated changes in p r and the synapse's p r prior to LTP induction (r 2 = 0.103 and p > 0.2; Figure S4A ). We also found no significant correlation between LTD-associated changes in p r and the synapse's baseline p r (r 2 = 0.005 and p > 0.5; Figure S4B ), in keeping with previous evidence (Bi and Poo, 1998 Fusi and Abbott, 2007; Graupner and Brunel, 2007; Koulakov et al., 2002; Senn and Fusi, 2005) . By optical monitoring of transmission, however, we have here demonstrated that reliability of an individual synapse, and thus its weight, can be incrementally modified over a wide range in multiple steps, i.e., that synapses, the fundamental units of memory storage in the brain, behave as graded storage devices. Interestingly, recent computational analyses indicate that networks with such multi-level synapses can actually have longer retention times, more noise tolerance, and greater storage capacity than networks of binary synapses Satel et al., 2009 ). The second question addressed by our results is whether individual synapses are bidirectionally modifiable, i.e., can sustain both LTP and LTD. This property has often been postulated (Shouval et al., 2002) and is known to be true for populations of synapses (Dudek and Bear, 1993) but has not previously been demonstrated at single synapses. Our observations of changes in synaptic reliability establish that plasticity at individual synapses can be not only graded but bidirectional.
Our results address a third, major question: to what extent is LTP expressed via presynaptic versus postsynaptic mechanisms? When, as was commonly the case, our stimuli activated a number of synapses on the recorded pyramidal cell, we have been able to use a subtractive procedure to estimate the contribution of the imaged synapse to the somatically-recorded EPSP, i.e., the unitary EPSP due to the imaged synapse. In addition, in fortuitous experiments where EPSP failures corresponded perfectly to EPSCaT failures, we could directly observe these unitary EPSPs without need of subtraction. Our observations in both types of experiment are in close quantitative agreement. Their demonstration that EPSCaTs (but not EPSCaT failures) are associated with a significant nonzero unitary EPSP confirms that EPSCaTs reliably report authentic synaptic activation (i.e., transmitter release) contributing to the detected electrical responses of the cell. Remarkably and crucially, both types of experiment revealed no significant changes in unitary EPSP amplitudes with LTP, indicating that changes in quantal amplitude via any mechanism are negligible and make at most a minor contribution to the expression of LTP at the Schaffer collateral synapses studied here. We have not yet carried out analogous experiments with LTD, but the overall correlation between bidirectional changes in EPSP and in p r ( Figure S2 ) suggests that changes in synaptic reliability may play a similarly dominant role in expression of LTD in the mature hippocampus. We note that the absence of significant increase in unitary EPSP amplitude after LTP is consistent with the interpretation that observed increases in synaptic reliability are truly due to increases in quantal release probability rather than to addition of new functionally-independent release sites, or to the postsynaptic addition of AMPA receptors into ''silent modules'' with already-functional release sites (Lisman and Raghavachari, 2006) , at the same synapse.
To avoid ceiling effects we did not attempt to induce LTP at synapses with p r > 0.75, and therefore cannot exclude the possibility that LTP at initially high p r synapses could be expressed via change in potency (Isaac et al., 1996; Larkman et al., 1992) . We saw no evidenced of substantial changes in potency, however, at any synapses over a broad range of initial p r up to 0.75, and higher p r synapses are sufficiently uncommon that this possibility cannot represent a major component of LTP expression. There is evidence, furthermore, that very high initial p r occludes the expression of LTP (Bolshakov and Siegelbaum, 1995) , and indeed the probability ceiling of 1 could provide a simple mechanism for the phenomenon of LTP saturation. We also did not examine the mode of expression of LTP more than 3 hr after induction; it thus remains possible that later, protein synthesisdependent phases of potentiation are expressed chiefly by postsynaptic means. As the magnitude of potentiation is largely unchanged at longer intervals (Frey and Morris, 1997), however, this would require a remarkably coordinated and balanced replacement of presynaptic by postsynaptic mechanisms. (Our previous work suggests that these changes in reliability are expressed at least as early as 10 min after LTP induction, with magnitude evolving in parallel with the potentiation [Emptage et al., 2003] .) It is unlikely that changes in glutamate spillover influenced our observation of increased p r in LTP, since EPSCaTs require activation of AMPA receptors (Emptage et al., 1999 (Emptage et al., , 2003 that should be largely unaffected by such spillover (Kullmann, 2003; Rusakov and Kullmann, 1998) ; this possibility is further excluded by our experiments with direct observation of unitary EPSPs.
Notwithstanding considerable prior evidence of changes in transmitter release associated with long-term synaptic plasticity (Bliss et al., 2007) , it is widely believed and often asserted that changes in the number and/or properties of postsynaptic AMPA receptors are the principal means by which LTP is expressed (Kerchner and Nicoll, 2008; Kessels and Malinow, 2009; Malenka and Bear, 2004; Nicoll, 2003) . The present results indicate instead that direct contributions of AMPA receptor changes to the EPSP are of subsidiary importance in LTP expression at mature Schaffer collateral synapses. Why then have so many other studies found a dominant role for postsynaptic expression mechanisms? Use of less physiological methods, such as whole cell patch rather than sharp intracellular microelectrodes and local electrical or photolytic synaptic activation rather than stimulation of afferents far from the synapse, may be responsible for some of this discrepancy. In addition, different induction protocols can evoke different forms of longterm potentiation (Raymond, 2007) potentially involving different expression mechanisms, although we obtained similar results whether inducing LTP by high frequency presynaptic stimulation or by low-frequency pre-and postsynaptic costimulation protocols. Another, and perhaps more fundamental, source of divergence may be a dependence of mode of LTP expression upon the functional state of the synapse (Montgomery and Madison, 2004) . Over the first three postnatal weeks, Schaffer collateral synapses in rat are transformed from predominantly ''postsynaptically silent,'' with functioning NMDA receptors but not AMPA receptors, to predominantly ''active,'' with both types of functional glutamate receptors (Durand et al., 1996) . Expression of LTP at the immature, silent synapses is believed to involve postsynaptic insertion or recruitment of active AMPA receptors (Durand et al., 1996; Isaac et al., 1995; Liao et al., 1995 ; but see also Kullmann [2003] for a discussion of alternative possibilities). Indeed, in a recent study using immature cultured hippocampal slices with abundant silent synapses, we found that potentiation at silent synapses is expressed exclusively by postsynaptic AMPA receptor recruitment (a process that may appear to be all-or-none), without change in release probability; expression of subsequent potentiation at such ''unsilenced'' synapses, however, involves increased reliability of transmitter release (Ward et al., 2006) . In contrast to that study, in our experiments here on the locus of LTP expression we used acute slices of more mature hippocampus from rats at least 3 weeks old; silent synapses are rare by this age (Durand et al., 1996) and were excluded from our analysis. It may be no coincidence that very many of the studies demonstrating mainly postsynaptic LTP expression were carried out on immature hippocampal tissue. These considerations lead us to hypothesize that the dominant mode of LTP expression is state dependent and thus developmentally regulated: as the brain passes through a critical period of postnatal development, most immature synapses, upon potentiation via processes involving AMPA receptor recruitment, mature into synapses that express subsequent plasticity mainly via presynaptic modulation of reliability. Immature synapses that are not potentiated may be lost; others may persist or arise throughout life, expressing plasticity via changes in potency but thereby becoming progressively less abundant with age. This hypothesis, if correct, could reconcile many of the divergent results in the literature.
Our results do not imply that LTP is not associated with AMPA receptor recruitment to mature synapses, only that such (E) Plot of estimated mean contribution of EPSCaT-generating synapses to the EPSP in each of these experiments, assuming linear summation of unitary EPSPs with mean amplitudes for these synapses equal to that of the overall population we studied (0.63 ± 0.07 mV).
recruitment, if it occurs, appears to have little influence on synaptic potency. Recent imaging studies have provided evidence that newly synthesized AMPA receptors are recruited to mushroom-type spines in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons of adult mice during natural learning (Matsuo et al., 2008) , though this is a rather slow process. Insertion of AMPA receptors to the plasma membrane appears, however, to occur mainly at sites remote from the postsynaptic density (Yudowski et al., 2007) , where these receptors would not detect synaptically released glutamate (Kullmann et al., 1999; Rusakov and Kullmann, 1998; Yang et al., 2008) . If such newly inserted receptors ultimately were added to the edges of the postsynaptic density (Raghavachari and Lisman, 2004) , or even diffused into the center of the postsynaptic density (directly opposite the release site) in exchange for AMPA receptors already there (Heine et al., 2008) , they would still have little effect on synaptic potency, although they could (depending on subunit type) alter rectification or other properties, and might play different but crucial roles.
The functional significance of a developmental change in the mode of LTP expression is not yet clear. Postsynaptic LTP expression may be an important component of critical-period machinery for stabilizing versus eliminating immature synapses. Learning in the mature system may be better served by presynaptic expression mechanisms that preserve or enhance signal: noise (Otmakhov et al., 1997) and favor neural coding by temporal coherence rather than mean firing rate (Tsodyks and Markram, 1997) . Such effects could be relevant to observations that rats cannot learn to solve certain hippocampus-dependent tasks prior to their third postnatal week (Green and Stanton, 1989) .
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Hippocampal Slice Preparations
Lamellar 350 mm slices of hippocampus were cut from brains of male Wistar rats in oxygenated sucrose-based cutting solution using a vibrating tissue slicer (D.S.K. Linearslicer 7, DOSAKA, Kyoto or Leica VT1200, Leica Biosystems, Nussloch) according to standard methods (Bischofberger et al., 2006; Geiger et al., 2002) . Animals were 2-4 weeks old for experiments on graded plasticity (Figures 1-3 ) and 3-4 weeks old for experiments on the locus of LTP expression (Figures 4-6 ). After at least 30 min storage in oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) at 30 C-32 C, slices were transferred to a recording chamber where they were continually superfused with identical ACSF at 30 C-32 C (temperature controller, Scientific Systems Design, Montclair, NJ). Cutting solution contained (in mM) 87 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 7 MgCl 2 , 0.5 CaCl 2 , 1.25 NaH 2 PO 4 , 25 NaHCO 3 , 25 glucose, and 75 sucrose; ACSF contained (in mM) 120 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1 MgCl 2 , 3 CaCl 2 , 1.2 NaH 2 PO 4 , 23 NaHCO 3 , 11 glucose, 1-2 Trolox, and picrotoxin (Tocris, 30 mM); both solutions were equilibrated with 95%O 2 /5%CO 2 gas mixture. All reagents were from Sigma-Aldrich, unless otherwise indicated.
Imaging and Electrophysiological Recording
Slices were viewed on an upright fixed-stage epifluorescence microscope (Olympus, BX51WI) using a 603 NA 0.9 water immersion objective (Olympus) and an MRC1024MP confocal laser scanhead (Bio-Rad Microscience, Hemel Hempstead, UK); two-photon excitation was achieved using 800 nm illumination (MIRA titanium:sapphire laser, Coherent). Pyramidal cells in the CA1 region were impaled under visual control with sharp microelectrodes (100-150 MU, with filament) tip-filled with 0.5 mM Oregon Green 488 BAPTA-1 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) in 200 mM potassium methylsulfate and backfilled with 1 M potassium methlysulfate; sharp intracellular electrodes were used to minimize unintended perturbation of the intracellular milieu (R. Enoki and A. Fine, 2005, Soc. Neurosci., abstract) . Cells whose resting potential became less than -60 mV at any time, whose input resistance changed appreciably, whose evoked responses were contaminated by polysynaptic events, that developed spontaneous bursting, or that failed to exhibit synaptic plasticity in response to applied induction protocols, were excluded from analysis. The indicator was injected into the cell by applying hyperpolarizing current (0.05-0.1 nA) for 5-20 min via a Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices, California). Presynaptic stimuli (50 ms pulses) were delivered via a sharpened monopolar tungsten electrode (A-M Systems, Carlsborg, WA) or, for ''minimal stimulation'' experiments, theta-glass micropipettes filled with 1 M NaCl, placed in stratum radiatum 75-500 mm from the impaled cell and at a level 50-200 mm from the border with stratum pyramidale. Secondary and tertiary apical dendrites of the dye-filled pyramidal cell were searched via two-dimensional raster-scan imaging while stimulating at $0.1 Hz with an intensity slightly above threshold for eliciting EPSPs, until a spine exhibiting EPSCaTs was found; values for p r do not increase if stimulus intensity is increased further (Emptage et al., 1999) , indicating that EPSCaT failures are not the result of failures to initiate action potentials. We used paired or triplet stimuli (70 ms ISI) during this search, to increase the likelihood of observing transmission even at synapses with high failure rates; once a responsive synapse was identified, we switched to single stimuli for data collection.
To achieve higher temporal resolution for accurate measurement of EPSCaT amplitudes, Ca 2+ transients were imaged via line scans (''xt images'') through the active spine: for each such image, 80-125 successive sweeps were collected at 2 ms intervals. The precise timing of stimulation during the scan was marked on the image by software (LaserSharp, Bio-Rad). LTP was induced ( Figure S1A ) either by three 20-pulse trains of 100 Hz presynaptic stimuli at 1.5 s intervals (high-frequency stimulation, HFS; if needed, with sufficient postsynaptic depolarization for presynaptic stimuli to evoke at least one action potential, AP) or by a pairing or ''costimulation'' procedure with 100 repetitions at 0.33 Hz of three pulses at 100 Hz of 2 ms postsynaptic depolarization (sufficient to evoke APs) timed so that the first AP was 10 ms after a presynaptic stimulus (Nevian and Sakmann, 2006) ; results obtained with the two methods were indistinguishable, and have been pooled. A similar costimulation protocol was used to elicit LTD ( Figure S1B ), except that the presynaptic stimulus was applied 50 ms after the first AP (low frequency synaptic activation was a less reliable means of inducing LTD, and was not used). Optical recording was suspended during, and for 30 min following, LTP/LTD induction to minimize indicator bleaching and photodynamic damage to the neuron, while electrical recordings were continued throughout to evaluate the extent and stability of changes in EPSP amplitude.
Electrophysiological data were acquired and analyzed using AxoGraph software (AxoGraph Scientific, Sydney), and images were collected and analyzed using LaserSharp and ImageJ software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij). Ca 2+ transient amplitudes were expressed as percent fractional change in fluorescence %DF/F = 100(F transient À F initial )/F initial , where F initial is the mean fluorescence intensity of the imaged spine over a 40-60 ms period just prior to stimulation. To improve signal:noise, F transient was measured over the 30 ms window corresponding to the peak of the Ca 2+ transient. Synaptic transmission was deemed to have occurred (''success'') if the amplitude of the Ca 2+ transient exceeded a threshold corresponding to the maximum fluorescence (noise) without stimulation (typically %DF/F = 20). Line scans always included portions of subjacent dendritic shaft in addition to the activated dendritic spine; EPSCaTs were characteristically restricted to the spine, and rare events with simultaneous shaft Ca 2+ transients, invariably associated with somatically recorded action potentials, were excluded from analysis. We calculated the probability, p r , that a presynaptic stimulus evokes transmitter release, as well as the EPSP amplitudes, on the basis of 20-189 trials (average, 35.95 ± 3.85 SEM) under each condition. Appropriate statistical methods were used to account for variation within and between experiments, with propagated errors explicitly factored in all analyses. EPSCaT success/failure data were analyzed using logistic regression (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995) , with experiment and time (before and after LTP) as explanatory factors. When significant interaction between these factors was found, the overall effect of LTP on success probability was assessed using the change in deviance due to both interaction and the main effect of time, which was compared to a chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the number of experiments. Otherwise, significance was assessed using the change in deviance for the main effect of time, which was compared to a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. Due to possible variance heterogeneity in EPSP values before and after LTP, and between experiments, significance of change in EPSP due to LTP was evaluated by calculating a Z statistic for each experiment and then combining these statistics over experiments using the sum of squares. The Z statistics are standardized differences in mean EPSP, and the combined statistic is assessed using a chi-square with degrees of freedom equal to the number of experiments. A similar approach was used for the estimates of unitary EPSP, with the standard deviation suitably modified to reflect the calculation of unitary EPSP as a difference of means on successful and unsuccessful trials. Reported mean values for probabilities, EPSPs and unitary EPSPs were obtained as weighted averages using the reciprocal of the variances as weights.
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